
Descriptive Set Theory
Lecture 14

Theorem. Let X be a rememply perfect Polish
space (eg. (R).

There is no Bain meas. Well-ordering of X,
i.e. I well-ordering of X that is BM as

a subset of X?

Proof. Suppose a is such a well-ordering. An initial segment
is a subset of X closed downward under c
The idea of the proof is to take the least initial sequent
that's nonmeager and the K-1 will give an even smaller

monmeager initial segment.

claim. If AX is nomeager BM initial agment,
then (<1A) <X" is mommeager, where <a==<A?

Proof. At By KaU Al is comeager, so one ofI A A? K1A)U(= 1A) UK (A) must be
commeayer. But IA is closed (by Hanshrffren) and has

empty interior (because the only rectangles contained
in = A are of the dorm 345xSXS at X is perfect),
and if ald is moumeager then so is a IA beare



the homeomorphism (x3) (y,x): xeX' maps
own to be other,

Since is normeager, we can let A be he least

mounager initial sequent, i.e. A = X or A=1·-KX:
x < g3. By the claims CIA is moumeager. By 1-1 again,
there are momeagerly many yEA sat. ** is moumeager
A But A= ct is a proper

initial segment of A,
contradicting A being the least moneager one.

A E

Applications of Barre category to top groups.

Prop. A hop, group is Barre at it itself is nonmages
Proof. HW.

Prop. A subgroup H of a Polish group G is Polish It

It is closed. In that case, It is momeager (-H is open.
Proof. Next HW.

Pettic's Lamma. Let a be
a top group at let ACG be BM.



If A is comeager, then AA:= A.A" contains an open

neighbourhood of the identity. Same for AA.

Proof, Since gltg" is a homeomorphism, if A is nomeager, so is Al
hence it's enough to prove AAT is nonneger of A"A
would follow. By the first proposition. A nonmeager-> a non-
meager

-> a is Barre

Note the subset BIG af reG,

1) rEB/B [ r.bz = b, for some by betB
=) (r. B/ B+&.

let U=A open, so U AD. Then Wn=UU" is open beare

1.4"=UUgt. We'll show tht U/UIAA. For any
gEU rU

reUlu, by (4), UMUFO
U

UAA, so MUItrA by glory
is a homes. Thus, (rU)eU IHRAIA, in particular,
(A) & A = P since G is Baire. Hence, by) again, neAA,
so U/UI ASA.

Terry Tao; Weak regularity Enieven) + group structure - strong regularity.

Here is a striking example:



Automatic Continuity. Let a be a Barre top, group of I be a capa

rable top, group. Then any Bare measurable

homomorphism 4: G -> H is actually continuous.
Proof. Continuity > continuity at every prged, i.e. omen Verly)
I
open Rzg s.t. Y(U) OV. Beare 4 is a homon,

this is equivalent to continuity at day indeed, elg)".V
is an open neighbourhood of 14, so if Ueda is open

a 4(2) = 33):(v), then lyn) = x(g) · C(u) = V.
Now fix an open VC-1H. We need to find an open UE In
sit.Y(u) IV. By the continuity of (x,3)1xg", I open
N51t i.t. WW"EU. We'll find U21a open c.t.4(a)-
WWE Suppose for a moment that I"(WT is momeager
Then by Pettis's lenna, 3" (W). ("C))" contains an

open neighbourhood of La. But bease it is a homou,
-30" (W). (6"NY) = N.WY, so we are done,

But we don't have not 4CW) is
moreayer. However,

if we let but be a ctbl dense set in H, ken

H = UWnn. Thus, a = We"(Whn), so some 3" (Whn) has
GIN

to be nomeager.
The rest of the proof is analogous

8888 to the above



Measure. Recall that for a topspace X, the Borel oralgebra
BX is the o-algebra generated by the open sets.

Det. A Bone measure Mon X is a map M:B(x)-C0,07
sit. (i) M(0) = 0

(ii) is countably addine: MGBa)=zMB,h),
bany painise disjoint Bo, B, B,,... BX.

It follows that:

(iii) M is monotone: A? B = MCA) = MB).
live in is countably subadditive: MCUBu):M(B).

(v) Upward continuous: AnA then MCAn) *MA).
(vi) Downward Continuous: AnA and MA <8, then

MCAn)b M(A).

Counterexample without MCA.) <8. Let An:= In, d), Ken Anx0
but MCAn =0 X O.

probability MX) = (
We say At M is file (resp. refinite) if MX) < & keep. If
x = UXu s.t. M1Xu) < 0). A point x EX is called an atom
of i if MO, al M is called atomless or nouatomic if



it has no atoms. For a Bowl measure M on X and a Borel

function fXe Y, where is another top space at where

Bore means tht +
" (Borel) is Bowl, we define the push-

forward measure by f or Y, devoted far, by foM(B3==
M(f"(B), for each B = B(i).

Exaylee. (1) For
any

X and XEX, the Dirac measure of x,
denoted by, is the measure that gives I to x

as 0 to x 13x3, i.e. NB1X,
0x (B) = 3ifBox

This is a purely atomic measure ad is devied
on the whole (X),

(b) The Lebesque measure on (Ra, dad, is denoted by In
of is firstly defined on rectangles [x12x..xId,
where It is an interval, by tall,*12X...Id=
en(I). eh (In)...Ch(ld), and then extended to

& (R9) by Careheodory's extension theorem,
once you verige let on is ably additive on the algebra



generated by rectangles.No is translation invariant, i.e.
*a(r+B) = de(B) NVCI9

(C) The unit circle shas a natural rotation invariant

probability measure on it by taking the push-forward
of the Lebesque measure on CO,1 by xextix,
thinking of 5 as a subset of 4.


